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It is a great honor and privilege for Japan to provide the fourth issue of the Asian and Oceanic Forum for Pediatric Radiology
(AOfPR). I am very excited to be the guest editor.
Professor Mutsuhisa Fujioka and the Japanese Society of Pediatric Radiology (JSPR) organized the inaugural meeting of Asian
and Oceanic Society for Pediatric Radiology (AOSPR) in Tokyo in 2000. Fifteen years later, the 15th AOSPR congress was held
incorporating with the 51st Annual Meeting of the JSPR once again in Tokyo in 2015. The theme of the 15th AOSPR congress
was “Pediatric Radiology: Less Invasive, More Efficient”.

was selected from Special AOSPR Congress 2016. There is also a case report in this issue.
I would like to thank all the contributors of this issue, the members of our Editorial Board and webmaster for their tremendous efforts.
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Web Development Team
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Genitourinary Pediatric Ultrasonography: Basic Techniques, Tips and Pitfalls.
Masahiro Kitami
1.

1

Department of Diagnostic Radiology, Tohoku University Graduate School of Medicine, 2-1 Seiryo-cho, Sendai, 980-8574 Japan

ABSTRACT
Sonography is a robust modality and the mainstay of pediatric radiology, but has a steep learning curve. There are several
ways to exploit the full capacity of sonography. This paper first provides a specific overview regarding how to manage gas
within the abdomen in children, which is essential in sonography. There are also many tips and pitfalls when using sonography in the genitourinary system in children. This article thus describes basic sonography techniques along with some
tips and possible pitfalls.

INTRODUCTION
Sonography is a robust modality and the mainstay of
pediatric radiology, but it has a steep learning curve.
Beginners arepuzzled by how more experienced operators can easily identify organs or diseases. There are
several ways to exploit the full capacity of sonography.
This article provides information on sonography, which
is divided into two sections: "basic techniques" and "tips
and pitfalls."

An alternative to these options is the compression technique, although initially its potential benefits may be
underestimated. Compression of the abdomen can move
gas away from the front of the target organ in various
situations. As the benefits of compression have been
particularly emphasized in the diagnosis of appendicitis
(1-3), this technique is extremely useful and mastering it
is one of the keys to success in the use of sonography.
Another simple technique is waiting, which refers to two
different options: The first involves attempting the selected procedure again after a few minutes, after waiting

BASIC TECHNIQUES
Gas is undesirable for sonography because it obstructs
the penetration of ultrasound waves. There are several
ways to address this issue: deep breathing, changing the
patient’s position, use of a compression technique, waiting, and use of a sonographic window. The two simplest
techniques are deep breathing and changing the body
position. These are effective because they change the
relationship between the target organ and the gas. For
example, deep breathing allows the liver or spleen to
cover the target organ, serving as a sonographic window. However, inexperienced practitioners use these two
techniques frequently, which may be burdensome to
patients and sometimes difficult because of uncooperative patients.

for the gas to move away. The second option involves re
-examination to determine whether the bladder is sufficiently distended. Appropriate distention of the bladder
is essential when evaluating it, especially when. the wall
of a collapsed bladder appears severely thickened and
irregular, re-examination is necessary for precise evaluation (Figure 1).
If a bladder is sufficiently distended, it can be used as a
sonographic window (Figure 1b). A sonographic window
is a strong ally and its use is another key to mastering
sonography. For example, if a uterus is obscured by gas
(Figure 2a), sliding a probe caudally can allow its evaluation through the bladder (Figure 2b). This sonographic
window technique is also applicable to evaluation of the
ovaries. If an ovary is obscured behind the pelvic wall or
iliac vessels, sliding the ultrasound probe to the contra-
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a

b

Figure 1: Importance of distention of the bladder to evaluate pelvic organs.
A 4-month-old female presenting with urinary tract infection. (a) Initial sonography: The bladder wall (arrow) appears severely thickened and irregular, while the bladder is collapsed. (b) Re-examination after 30 minutes: The bladder (arrow) is
distended and its appearance has changed dramatically. There is no thickening or irregularity. Note that the uterus
(arrowhead) can be clearly seen behind the bladder because the distended bladder serves as a sonographic window. This
case highlights the importance of distention of the bladder to evaluate pelvic organs.
angle correction is mandatory in this view, and as the

the ovary through the bladder. The flank approach is

angle is often more than 60° it can lead to a large cor-

also useful to create a sonographic window in various

rection error. However, in the flank approach, the renal

situations (Figures 2c and d). The small body size and

artery runs directly toward the probe, so its flow can be

abundance of water in children are advantageous for

measured easily and accurately (Figure 2d).

this approach. Even in cases with substantial abdominal
gas, the flank approach widens the sonographic field of
view (Figure 2c). Furthermore, for evaluating renal arterial flow, though the front approach is commonly used,

a

b

TIPS AND PITFALLS
Besides learning the basic techniques, there are also

c
Figure 2: Various examples of the sonographic window.
(a and b) A 16-year-old female with hypogonadism. (a) Initial image obtained by
a resident. The uterus (arrow) is obscured behind gas. Note that the probe position (circles) is superior to the pubic bone (asterisk). (b) Image obtained more
caudally. The uterus (white arrow) is clearly seen through the bladder
(translucent long arrow). Note that the sonographic probe (circles) overrides the

d

pubic bone (asterisk) to use the sonographic window.
(c and d) Examples of the flank approach. (c) A case of a horseshoe kidney

shown using the flank approach. From the front, the isthmus is not seen because of gas (not shown). The left flank approach
clearly depicts the isthmus of the horseshoe kidney (arrows) overriding the aorta (asterisk). (d) Renal arterial velocity measurement using the flank approach. The renal artery (arrow) runs directly towards the probe, allowing correct and easy assessment of its velocity with the flank approach. *Asterisk: abdominal aorta.
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lateral side will allow a much more clear visualization of
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many tips and pitfalls of which practitioners need to be

cause of urinary incontinence in girls. Even in cases with-

aware. Some of these are outlined in this section.

out apparent ectopic insertion, ureterocele, which frequently has a connection with an upper part of the

1) Bladder

ureter, causes obstruction of urinary flow, resulting in

Adequate bladder distention is essential, as mentioned

hydronephrosis of the upper moiety of the kidney

above. Evaluation of a collapsed bladder wall leads to

(Figure 3b). On the other hand, a lower orthotopic ureter

overestimation

is associated with vesicoureteral reflux. Ureterocele can

of

its

irregularity

(Figure

1).

Re-

be a sign used for the simple prediction of these abnor-

examination is necessary in this situation.

malities. If ureterocele is present in the bladder, a careful

Congenital cystic dilatation of the lower ureter into the

search for double renal pelvis and associated abnormali-

bladder is known as ureterocele (Figure 3a). Recognition

ties should be carried out by the radiologists.

of ureterocele is important because this is frequently
associated with other anomalies (4). For example, a duplex kidney is commonly accompanied by a ureterocele.

2) Kidney

An upper ureter has a caudal ectopic insertion, and a

In the setting of ureterocele, hydronephrosis of the up-

Meyer rule) (5). An upper ectopic ureter can be the

per moiety occurs, leading to atrophy. An atrophic upper

a

b

c

d

Figure 3: Cases of ureteroceles with in duplex renal system (double renal pelves).
(a and b) A 9-month-old female with urinary tract infection. There is a cystic structure (arrow in a) in the bladder, suggesting
ureterocele. There is also hydronephrosis, especially in the upper moiety (Figure b), due to urinary obstruction by ureterocele.
(c and d) A 1-year-old boy with urinary tract infection. Ureterocele is present in the bladder (not shown), implying the need
for careful observation. Figure c shows the kidney length measurement by a resident. However, it is not appropriate because
the upper ureter (arrow in c) is also depicted, suggesting the existence of an upper moiety. Careful observation reveals the
upper moiety with atrophy (arrows in d).
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lower ureter has an orthotopic insertion (the Weigert-
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Figure 4: Hydronephrosis after urination, suggesting vesicoureteric reflux in a 3-month-old boy with urinary tract
infection
Renal pelvis before (a) and after (b) urination.
There is pelvic wall thickening (arrow in a), but no dilatation. After urination, pelvic dilatation occurred (arrow),
suggesting vesicoureteric reflux. The presence of reflux
was confirmed on a subsequent voiding cystourethrogram.

a

b
iatrogenic arteriovenous fistula (AVF). To check for AVF,

gion is often difficult to be seen due to overlying gas

it is necessary to adjust the velocity range on color Dop-

(Figures 3c and 3d). This is a frequently encountered

pler images. If the range is inappropriate, aliasing will

problem. Therefore, in cases of ureterocele, a meticulous

mask the existence of AVF. This is also a common prob-

search for an atrophic upper moiety is particularly im-

lem for inexperienced practitioners.

portant.

Neonates occasionally urinate during sonography. Al-

If there are indentations in the surface of the kidney, we

though beginners might be embarrassed by this and do

have to differentiate scars and fetal lobulations, between

not know how to handle the wetting, in such cases,

which there are several differences (6, 7). First, the inden-

however, we should not let go this gold opportunity to

tations of fetal lobulations are present between renal

instantly examine for any renal pelvic dilatation because

pyramids. Second, parenchymal thinning is not a feature

hydronephrosis immediately after urination suggests

in fetal lobulations. On the other hand, scars are usually

vesicoureteric

present over the renal pyramids with parenchymal thin-

pelvic dilatation is thus recommended immediately after

ning, occasionally accompanied by pelvic dilatation.

urination.

reflux (Figure 4) (8). Rapid screening for

Third, fetal lobulations are sharply defined, but scars are
wider and less well defined.

3) Ovary

When assessing the kidneys after renal biopsy, we have
to check for perirenal hematoma, extravasation, and

a

b

To assess the ovaries, they must first be found. However,
this is sometimes difficult. In contrast, the uterus is easy

c

Figure 5: “Follow the fallopian tubes” to find the ovaries: the fallopian tubes as a guide to the ovaries (in an 11-year-old girl)
Although the ovaries are difficult to find, the uterus is easy to find because of its location in the center of the pelvis (arrow
in a). From the uterus, there is a guide to the ovary, namely, the fallopian tube (arrow in b). By following the fallopian tube,
we can find the ovary (arrow in c).
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moiety frequently escapes observation because this re-
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a

b

c

Figure 6. Uterine change on MRI according to age. a) 3 days old, b) 3 months old, c) 5 months old. A few months after
birth, the uterus (arrows) becomes small until puberty. During this period, the recognition of uterine anomalies is difficult. In
cases with suspicion of a Mullerian duct anomaly, examination should be performed soon after birth.
have to search for the ovaries in the upper abdomen.

uterus, this provides a guide to the ovaries via the fallo-

The neonatal ovaries can easily ascend to the upper ab-

pian tubes that connect the two (Figure 5). Although the

domen because of their loose fixation and the small

importance of recognition of the uterine broad liga-

neonatal pelvic cavity.

ments or the fallopian tubes has not been the focus of
attention here, this is extremely important in assessing
the ovaries by sonography. To find the ovaries, the instruction to “follow the fallopian tubes” is useful (Figure
5).

If a cystic structure is found, how can it be confirmed to
be an ovary? One answer to this is continuity with the
uterus, as stated above (Figure 5). However, there are
also cases in which the continuity cannot be confirmed
because of gas. Another way to resolve this is identifica-

There are also cases in which the ovaries cannot be

tion of the “daughter cyst sign.” Small follicles adjacent

found in the pelvis in neonates. In such cases, we also

to the mass suggest that the mass is the ovary (9, 10).

a

b

c

Figure 7. Cases with urogenital anomalies.
(a and b): A 12-year-old female with abdominal pain at menarche. Pelvic sonography shows a duplicated uterus (arrows in a)
and hydrometrocolpos in the right hemi-vagina (arrow in b), causing abdominal pain at menarche. Concomitant with right
renal agenesis (not shown), these findings suggest OHVIRA.
(c and d): Screening of a 9-year-old female. There is evidence of agenesis of left kidney in this patient (not shown). On pelvic
sonography, a duplicated uterus is seen: duplicated cervix uteri (arrows in a) and a right uterine body (arrowhead) (the left
uterine body is not shown in this figure). Concomitant with these findings, fluid collection in the left hemi-vagina (arrow in b)
suggests OHVIRA.
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to find, being located in the midline. Upon finding the
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4) Uterus and vagina

well as tips and pitfalls in imaging genitourinary system

If a uterine anomaly is suspected, when should we check
it? Uterine size and shape change according to age (7,
11-15). The uterus is prominent at birth due to maternal
and placental hormones. Then, a few months after birth,

by pediatric sonography. Radiologists should exploit the
full capacity of sonography using various techniques and
make a correct diagnosis based on adequate knowledge
of these tips and pitfalls.

the uterus becomes small until puberty, so uterine
anomalies are easily missed. Therefore, in the case of
ambiguous genitalia or a renal anomaly (see below), a
search should be made for uterine anomalies soon after
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ABCs of Pediatric CT radiation: Recommended reading for pediatric radiology residents.
Osamu Miyazaki, MD
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1

Department of Radiology, National Center for Child Health and Development

ABSTRACT
In this review article, three important issues regarding radiation exposure to pediatric patients during Computed Tomography (CT) are discussed: basic knowledge of CT dose index volume (CTDIvol) and dose length product (DLP), the concept of
diagnostic reference levels, and the risk of cancer development from pediatric CT examinations. First, young pediatric radiology residents should know that there are only two units of CT radiation dose: CTDIvol and DLP. These units are definitive
and universal but represent the radiation produced by the CT scanner, rather than the radiation dose delivered to the patient. The second topic is that pediatric radiology residents should understand the clinical usefulness of diagnostic reference levels and that nationwide regulation of CT radiation might be necessary. The third topic is in regard to the relationto be linearly dependent on DLP.

Keywords: pediatric CT, medical radiation, CT dose index, diagnostic reference level

INTRODUCTION

important points of CT radiation to pediatric radiology

CT imaging is essential in daily pediatric practice to
quickly obtain a wide range of information pertaining to
the physical status of the patient, from head to thigh.
Also, multiplanar reconstructed and three-dimensional
images are immediately available upon completion of
the scan. Despite these benefits, the radiation exposure

residents. The subjects discussed in this review should
prove useful for daily work in the radiology reading
room, CT room, and regular conferences. These contents
are also important in the setting of risk communication
with patients and family members, pediatricians, and
other medical staff.

associated with CT scans is a major disadvantage.
This review article addresses essential pediatric CT radiation issues, especially directed to young pediatric radiology resident members of the Asian and Oceanic Society for Paediatric Radiology (AOSPR). Many aspects of
medical

radiation

are

complicated,

including

basic

knowledge of medical physics, technology of CT equipment, indications referring to domestic or international
radiological guidelines, diagnostic reference levels, and
low-dose protocols, and so on. It is very important for
medical physicists and radiology technologists to com-

I. Only two dose units are required to evaluate CT
radiation
Since there are so many different dose units and items
to evaluate for medical radiation, sometimes we feel
difficult to evaluate CT dose. Actually, only two dose
units are necessary to evaluate the amount of CT radiation. One is the CT dose index volume [CTDIvol (mGy)],
and the other is dose length product [DLP (mGy·cm)]
(Fig. 1).

prehend these issues. Although most radiology residents
prefer implementation in clinical practice to such fundamental knowledge

What is CTDIvol and DLP?

The aim of this review article is to simply teach the most

CTDIvol is a measure of the dose in the scan plane from
a single rotation
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ship between CT radiation and cancer development. The number of DNA double-strand breaks induced by CT was found
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Figure 1: CT dose units: CTDIvol and DLP

CTDIvol as a definitive and universal tool

CTDI is calculated based on one of two standard CTDI

CTDIvol includes the influence of all scan parameters, e.g.,

phantoms (16-cm or 32-cm diameter). CTDIvol represents

tube current, tube voltage, pitch factor, and table speed.

the radiation produced by the CT scanner not the radia-

The use of the unit of CTDIvol allows comparison with

tion dose delivered to the patient. Although pediatric

any previous generation of CT system, CT vender, or

radiologists are aware of this discrepancy, there remains

detector array. Because of its convenience and universal-

a need for a method to estimate the radiation dose

ity, this dose unit is used worldwide and all CT scanners

based on the body size of the pediatric patient or small

are required to display this unit on the control panel.

adult [1].
CTDIvol and DLP as a hallmark of dose regulation
How is dose information calculated?

In many children’s hospital throughout the world, the

As an example, the dose information for a cranial CT of

diagnostic reference level (DRL, see section II) is estab-

a 4-year-old boy is shown in Fig. 2. This information is

lished by CTDIvol and DLP calculations. Every hospital can

available on the CT control panel during the examina-

evaluate the dose setting using a 75th percentile value

tion, and more recently, this information is supplied by

of the national DRL, which is obtained by CTDIvol and

PACS systems. In Fig. 2, CTDIvol (mGy) is shown in area

DLP.

shaded in red and DLP (mGy·cm) in blue - shaded area.
Figure 2: CT dose information: cranial CT of a 4year-old boy.
As an example, the dose information for a cranial
CT of a 4-year-old boy is shown. This information
is available on the CT control panel during the
examination, and more recently, this information is
supplied by picture archiving and communication
systems. CTDIvol (mGy) is shown in the red square
and DLP (mGy·cm) in the blue square.
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DLP = CTDIvol × scan length
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Table 1. Normalized effective dose per dose length product (DLP) for adults and pediatric patients
for various body regions. The conventional factors for adult head and neck and pediatric patients
of a CT body phantom with a 32-cm diameter [2].
CTDIvol and DLP as a dialect for CT scanners
The concept of CTDIvol and DLP is called dialect because
these dose units are specific for CT radiation dosages.
CTDIvol and DLP cannot be compared with dosages delivered by other types of radiological examinations (e.g.,
plain radiograph, fluoroscopy, nuclear medicine, and
angiography). Moreover, translation from dialect to standard language is required to compare with other radia-

tient’s medical record as such. Most pediatric radiologists are aware of this discrepancy [1]. CTDIvol is an index
of CT exposure, which is calculated from polymethyl
methacrylate phantoms that come in two sizes, 16 cm
and 32 cm. However, these settings are based on measurements of the adult head and abdomen. Therefore,
CTDIvol does not reflect the body size of infants, children,
and young adults [2].

tion imaging modalities, such as background natural
radiation or boarding airplane [2].

(8) New dose unit instead of CTDIvol
The American Association of Physicists in Medicine

How to translate from dialect to standard language?
CTDIvol and DLP as a local dose description should be
translatable for effective comparisons of dose measured
in millisievert (mSv) units to other medical radiation or
background radiation. A formula to calculate an effective
dose is described in Table 1 [2].

(AAPM) devised a new unit of CT radiation exposure,
namely size-specific dose estimates (SSDE), which takes
into account the patient’s body size. The development of
SSDE has solved the problem of the two CTDI phantoms
described above and has enabled radiologists to obtain
a more accurate measurement of radiation dose based
on the body size of the pediatric patient [3].

Some disadvantages of CTDIvol
Unfortunately, CTDIvol represents the radiation produced
by the CT scanner not the radiation dose delivered to
the patient. However, CTDIvol was not intended to be an
indicator of patient dose. Because it does not represent
patient dose, CTDIvol should not be recorded in the pa-

II. Diagnostic Reference Levels
What dose “Diagnostic Reference Level” mean?
Diagnostic reference levels (DRLs) were determined
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assume the use of a head CT dose phantom (16 cm). All other conventional factors assume the use
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The particular user (e.g., radiologist, radiology technologist, physician, or medical physicist) can refer to the national DRL level
for comparison of individual dose levels (usually the average dose level of a particular institution). If the local dose level is
greater than the published DRL (higher quartile group), each institution should reset the local dose to a value lower than
DRL. For the vast majority of users of this self-check system, the national dose level can be regulated and the curve peak
deviates to the left
based on the results of a nationwide survey or specific

level for comparison of individual dose levels (usually the

groups and hospitals (e.g., group of children’s hospitals,

average dose level of a particular institution). If the local

etc.). DRLs may include the dose level of several modali-

dose level is greater than the published DRL (higher

ties, including CT scan, plain radiograph, fluoroscopy,

quartile group), each institution should reset the local

and nuclear medicine. Moreover, many countries have

dose to a value lower than DRL. For the vast majority of

unique DRLs for pediatric patients as well as adults, al-

users of this self-check system, the national dose level

though international DRLs are available in the literature

can be regulated and the curve peak deviates to the left,

[4].

as shown in Fig. 3b.

The most common DRLs represent the 75th percentile

Japanese DRLs were not published until 2015. The Japan

(third quartile) of the results of a nationwide dose sur-

DRLs 2015 pediatric CT values are based on a nation-

vey.

wide survey conducted by Takei et al. of 164 hospitals,
195 CT scanners, and 3,324 examinations (Table 2) [5, 6].

How to use DRLs?

It is advisable to check and compare local pediatric
CTDIvol volumes with national DRLs of the home country.

A representative DRL with a normal distribution curve is

If there are no national DRLs available for a particular

depicted in Fig. 3a. This particular DRL value (CTDIvol =

country, international DRLs are available online.

60 mGy, 6–10 years of age) was sampled from pediatric
cranial CT values cited in Japan DRLs 2015. The particular
users (e.g., radiologists, radiology technologists, physicians, and medical physicists) can refer the national DRL
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Figure 3: What does dose diagnostic reference level mean?
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Japan Network for Research and Information on Medical Exposure (J-RIME) released Japan DRLs 2015, which includes DRLs
for pediatric CT. Downloading is available from the J-RIME website (http://www.radher.jp/J-RIME/index.html)
III. Relationship between CT radiation and cancer de-

CT scanning and evaluated the presence of γH2AX foci,

velopment

which are a hallmark of DNA double-strand breaks.
These parameters provided CTDIvol measurements between 4.8 and 17.4 mGy. CT of the thorax was performed

There have been many complicated mechanisms and

in one phase, abdomen was performed in two or three

theories proposed regarding the association between

phases, and combined thorax–abdomen CT was per-

ionizing radiation exposure and cancer. The details of

formed in three phases. The DLPs ranged from 157 to

physics and biological principles underlying this mecha-

1,514 mGy·cm. The parameter showed that scans were

nism are available in textbooks. Important points for

obtained with usual settings without excess ionizing ra-

pediatric radiology residents are listed below:

diation.



Ionizing radiation exposure can induce DNA doublestrand breaks.







Does ionizing radiation exposure induce DNA double-

DNA double-strand breaks can trigger several detri-

strand breaks in neonatal and pediatric patients as well

mental cellular responses, including carcinogenesis.

as in adult patients?

The number of DNA double-strand breaks induced

To determine whether ionizing radiation exposure in-

by radiation exposure is linearly dependent on DLP

duces DNA double-strand breaks in neonatal or pediatric

[7].

CT conducted with relatively low-dose setting, Halm et

Repair of DNA double-strand breaks occurs between
30 and 60 min after irradiation, and radiationinduced DSBs are virtually undetectable within 24
hours after exposure [7].

A clinically important experiment was carried out by Lobrich et al. with adult patients who underwent abdominal CT exam. They collected blood samples soon after

al. performed an experiment similar to that performed
by Lobrich et al, as describe above [8]. In this study,
blood samples were collected soon after CT scanning
from three volunteer pediatric patients aged 3, 15, and
21 months with the following typical pediatric settings:
CTDIvol (16 cm) of 6.4–21.3 mGy; DLP of 92–426 mGy·cm;
and an effective dose of 1.57–2.86 mSv. The results established that the number of DNA double-strand breaks
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Table 2. Japan DRLs 2015 for pediatric CT issued by J-RIME

Asian and Oceanic Forum for Paediatric Radiology AOfPR
induced by CT examination was found to linearly depend

this important information to young pediatric radiology

on DLP, in accordance with the findings of Lobrich et al.

residents of members of AOSPR.

with adult patients [8].
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Superb Micro-vascular Imaging (SMI): Clinical Advantages of a Novel US Flow Technique in Pediatric Diagnostic Imaging
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ABSTRACT
During blood flow evaluation in young children, assessment of subtle blood flow is limited by motion artefacts when using
conventional US blood flow methods (color Doppler imaging, power Doppler imaging, and advanced dynamic flow), in
particular for evaluation of respiratory fluctuating organs or in restless non-sedated children. In the conventional methods,
a wall filter is usually employed to remove motion artifacts, which resulting in reduction not only of motion artifacts but
also of low velocity flow components. In contrast, Superb Microvascular Imaging (SMI) provides excellent blood flow images because it uses a new adaptive algorithm that effectively separates blood flow signals from overlying tissue motion
artifacts. The algorithm removes only motion artifacts while preserving low velocity blood blow components without sacri-

Attention should be paid to the pitfall, that high velocity blood flow signals might be overlooked on SMI. Because SMI is
specifically adjusted to demonstrate low velocity blood flow signals in the manufacturer default, high velocity blood flow
signals are relatively weak and might be overlooked. Therefore, the combination of both conventional methods and SMI is
highly recommended in evaluation of blood flow in clinical application. In conclusion, SMI is particularly useful in evaluation of non-sedated children.

Keywords: Microvascular imaging, SMI, ultrasound technique, vascular imaging
INTRODUCTION
Superb Microvascular Imaging (SMI) is a novel sonography technique for detecting subtle vascular blood flow.
Until recently, conventional color Doppler imaging (CDI),
power Doppler imaging (PDI), and advanced dynamic
flow (ADF) have been widely used to demonstrate tissue
vascularity. These methods are very useful to detect hypervascular blood flow of lesions such as malignant tumors, metastatic or inflammatory lymph nodes, or vascu-

effectively separates flow signals from overlying motion
artifacts, and provides high quality vascular image not
only in lesions with subtle blood flow but also in mobile
organs in non-sedated children. Because SMI is a recently developed technique, its application to children
has not yet been well documented. Here, we demonstrate some clinical examples of SMI in various diseases
of children, and discuss its advantages and pitfalls in
clinical setting.

lar malformations. However, they could not be applied
to evaluation of small vessel or low velocity blood flow
in conditions such as normal and undescended testes in
young children [1]. However, these conventional techniques have limitations in demonstrating vascularity in
moving tissues because they are vulnerable to motion
artifacts. Therefore, US vascular or blood flow evaluation
has been difficult in young children who cannot stay still.
SMI is characterized by a novel intelligent algorithm that
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ficing high resolution and high frame-rate image quality.
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CASE PRESENTATION
Figure 1: adnexal vessels in
ovarian torsion
(a) CDI: a round structure
adjacent to the urinary bladder and the uterus shows
decreased

blood

flow.

(b)

cSMI: Intralesional vascularity
is

significantly

compared

a

b

with

decreased
favorable

visualization of the surrounding adnexal vessels (arrow).

Right ovarian torsion. UB: urinary bladder, OV: ovary

An adolescent girl with acute abdominal pain was suspected to have ovarian torsion, and underwent ultrasonography. On
CDI (a), a round structure is noticed adjacent to the urinary bladder and the uterus, showing decreased intralesional blood
flow. But the origin of the lesion is difficult to confirm. On SMI (b), feeding adnexal artery is clearly demonstrated, tentatively
warranting that the lesion arises from the right ovary. Intralesional vascularity is significantly decreased compared with favorable visualization of the surrounding vessels, suggesting torsion of the right ovary. The diagnosis was confirmed on surgery.

Figure 2: ileal wall thickening in IgA vasculitis

(a) CDI: significant circumferential intestinal wall thickening of the terminal ileum
with increased blood flow.
(b) cSMI: demonstration of
small, low velocity blood
flow signal that are not discerned on CDI.

a

b

CASE 2: ileal wall thickening in a boy with IgA vasculitis [Fig 2]
A boy with IgA vasculitis (formerly Henoch-Schoenlein purpura) shows significant circumferential intestinal wall thickening of
the terminal ileum. Both CDI (a) and SMI (b) depict increased blood flow in the intestinal wall; however, SMI demonstrates
small, low velocity blood flow signal that are not discerned on CDI. Also, SMI has higher spatial resolution. Although these
intestines are peristaltic, motion artifacts are negligible.
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CASE 1: adnexal vessels in a girl suspected to have ovarian torsion [Fig 1]
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Figure 3: a thyroid nodule
(a) CDI and (b) PDI: a well-defined thyroid mass with
heterogeneous intralesional texture shows hypervascularity; however, motion and blooming artifacts are
conspicuous. These artifacts are less conspicuous on
ADF (c) and the least on SMI (d).

a

b

Small vessels are clearly depicted on SMI without
increase of motion or blooming artifacts. Adenomatous hyperplasia.

d

CASE 3: a thyroid nodule in an adolescent girl [Fig 3]
An adolescent girl with palpable anterior neck mass was suspected to have a thyroid tumor and underwent ultrasound. A
well-defined mass with heterogeneous intralesional texture is noticed in the right lobe of the thyroid gland on US. The lesion
shows hypervascularity on CDI (a) and PDI (b); however, motion and blooming artifacts are conspicuous because of neck
motion and swallowing. These artifacts are less conspicuous on ADF (c) and the least on SMI (d). Small vessels are clearly
Figure 4: hyaloid vessel in PHPV
(a) ADF: The right eye shows significant microphthalmia with echogenic vitreous content. (b) cSMI: The
hyloid vessel is clearly depicted on cSMI from the
optic nerve sheath to the posterior aspect of the lens
beyond the vitreous (arrow), but not on ADF. A diagnosis of PHPV is supported by MR (c).

a

b

PHPV: persistent hyperplastic primary vitreous

c
CASE 4: the hyaloid vessel in a newborn with persistent hyperplastic primary vitreous (PHPV) [Fig 4]
A newborn with multiple anomalies underwent US for evaluation of small right orbital fossa without opening of palpebral
fissure, with a high frequency linear transducer. The right eye shows significant microphthalmia with echogenic vitreous content. The presence or absence of the hyloid vessel is difficult to confirm on ADF (a), which is the most important diagnostic
hallmark of PHPV. On SMI (b), the hyloid vessel can be clearly depicted from the optic nerve sheath to the posterior aspect
of the lens beyond the vitreous. The finding is consistent with PHPV, and MR of the orbit (c) supports the diagnosis.
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Figure 5: distal femoral epiphysis
of a newborn
(a) cSMI: small vessels are depicted penetrating from the periosteal/subperiosteal regions into
the unossified cartilage of the
distal femoral epiphysis. Excellent
visualization with higher resolution compared with MR (b).
f/s

T2WI:

fat

saturated

T2

weighted image

a

b

US (a) and MR (b) failed to define any pathologic condition in a newborn with soft tissue swelling of the leg. As incidentally
found on SMI (a), small vessels are depicted penetrating from the periosteal/subperiosteal regions into the unossified cartilage of the distal femoral epiphysis. Such visualization of the cartilaginous vascular structure has never been documented.

DISCUSSION
During blood flow evaluation in young children, conven-

blood flow signals that conventional methods have never
achieved.

tional US blood flow methods (CDI, PDI, and ADF) have

The clinical efficacy of SMI has been documented in

limitations in subtle blood flow evaluation especially in

evaluation of breast cancer [2-6], thyroid lesions [7], me-

respiratory fluctuating organs or in restless non-sedated

tastatic lymph nodes [8], and hepatobiliary diseases [9-

children. In contrast, SMI provides excellent blood flow

12] in adults; however, its application to children has

images and is significantly useful even in the aforemen-

been rarely described to date. In 2016, Karaca et al. [13]

tioned situations. The difference mainly depends on

reported comparison of SMI and CDI for evaluating chil-

processing algorithm. US Doppler signal is formed by

dren's testicular blood flow, and concludes that SMI

blood flow as a pixel-to-pixel moving material, as well as

yields more detailed vascular information in blood flow

tissue movement. Therefore, US blood flow methods

in testicles in small children than either CDI or PDI, and

have been vulnerable to motion artifacts, and require

that SMI decreases the duration of the examination at a

some reduction of motion artifacts to obtain high quality

significant level. In another article, Lee et al. [14] re-

blood flow images. To remove motion artifacts, conven-

ported that SMI can detect perfusion difference between

tional US blood flow methods use a wall filter. A wall

normal and undescended testis in young children better

filter acts as a cutter of low velocity components, result-

than PDI. In 2017, Ohno et al. [15] analyzed 56 pediatric

ing in reduction not only of motion artifacts but also of

patients

low velocity flow components. However, SMI does not

stated that SMI can aid in the diagnosis and treatment

use such a wall filter. SMI uses a new adaptive algorithm

planning

that effectively separates blood flow signals from overly-

gastrointestinal disorders. To date, we could not find any

ing tissue motion artifacts, and removes only motion

other English literature related to clinical usefulness of

artifacts while preserving low velocity blood blow com-

SMI in evaluation of children; however, we believe that

ponents. Thus, SMI is capable to visualize low velocity

SMI is expected to demonstrate more useful blood blow

with
for

hepato-gastrointestinal
pediatric

patients

disorders,
with

and

hepato-
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CASE 5: cartilage of the distal femoral epiphysis in a newborn with leg swelling [Fig 5]
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Figure 6: Loss of large vessel flow
signal
In a boy with Wilms' tumor, small
vessels (yellow square) in the normal
kidney parenchyma are clearly demonstrated on SMI (b), while they are
not clear on CDI (a). However, high

a

b

velocity blood flow signals of large
vessels (arrow) are missing on SMI.
Contrast CT (c) demonstrates large
vessels as well.

information not only in evaluation of the testis, but also

conventional methods because they would be omitted

in evaluation of other organs or pathologies in children.

by a wall filter. (3) Attention should be paid to the last

In addition to the aforementioned points, SMI has several advantages. First, SMI does not sacrifice image quality to obtain low velocity blood flow signals. It possesses
comparable or even more excellent spatial resolution
and frame rates, and less blooming artifacts compared
with conventional methods. So, it demonstrates excellent
low velocity blood flow signal in small vessels, as well as
that in large vessels. Second, it can be applied on various transducers, including high frequency (ex. 20MHz)

pitfall, that high velocity blood flow signals might be
overlooked on SMI. SMI is specifically adjusted to demonstrate low velocity blood flow signals in the manufacturer default. In this setting, low velocity blood flow signals can be clearly demonstrated; however, high velocity
blood flow signals are relatively weak and might be
overlooked [Fig 6]. Therefore, the combination of both
conventional methods and SMI is highly recommended
in evaluation of blood flow in clinical application.

convex and linear transducers. Third, two different imaging modes are available depending on the situation,
colored SMI (cSMI) and monochrome SMI (mSMI)

CONCLUSION

modes. The former demonstrates blood flow signals as

SMI provides low velocity blood flow information with an

colored signals (usually red) and provides excellent visu-

excellent high resolution and high frame-rate image, and

alization, while the latter does not have color informa-

is especially useful in evaluation of non-sedated children

tion but is more sensitive to low velocity blood flow. To

because of its invulnerability to motion artifacts.

improve visualization, the latter can be demonstrated as
a fused image with a gray-scale sonography.
Currently, SMI has a few pitfalls or points to be improved. (1) SMI can be applied on various latest transducers, but not on microconvex transducers frequently
used for a newborn. (2) In exchange for high sensitivity
to low velocity blood flow, very subtle motion artifacts
might be observed. Such artifacts are not observed on
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Prompt Computed Tomography and Direct Transcatheter Angioembolization in Abdominal
Blunt Trauma in Pediatrics: A Case Report
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ABSTRACT
Transcatheter angioembolization in hemodynamically unstable pediatric patients may be feasible provided a structured and
time-conscious algorithm is in place. Non-operative management is the preferred treatment for blunt liver trauma in children but may conceal other associated life threatening conditions if not detected by CT imaging.
Although CT is contra-indicated in the unstable hemorrhaging patient, CT room stay-time for a single event from entry to
exit can be achieved rapidly and provide extremely valuable information for those patients who need it most. A prompt
and direct transfer to the angiography suite following CT optimizes the likelihood of hemostatic control in children with

We present a pediatric case of massive intrahepatic subcapsular extravasation successfully managed by a short CT room
stay-time allowing comprehensive imaging evaluation followed by a rapid patient transfer for angioembolization.

Keywords: angioembolization, liver trauma, blunt trauma, interventional radiology
INTRODUCTION
Trauma remains the leading cause of childhood death

with massive extravasation that was successfully controlled by angioembolization preceded by rapid CT.

and severe traumatic injuries often result from blunt abdominal injuries, which constitute the third most common unrecognized cause of pediatric trauma deaths. [1]

CASE PRESENTATION

Nonoperative management (NOM) is the accepted stan-

A 10 year-old female was admitted in May 2015 to the

dard of care and can successfully manage over 95% of

St Marianna University school of medicine emergency

isolated solid organ injuries without surgery. [2,3]

department (Kawasaki city, Japan) with severe abdominal

However, transcatheter arterial embolization (TAE) appears to play an increasing role and recent studies have
demonstrated its safe and effective results in children. [4]
Computed tomography (CT) imaging is essential in this
scenario to screen for associated injuries. This NOM is
well established in hemodynamically stable patients.
Often those that are hemodynamically unstable are managed

surgically, however NOM with combined CT-TAE

under a rigorous time-conscious algorithm can help control pediatric trauma-related hemorrhage and possibly
decrease mortality.

pain resulting from a direct blow to the abdomen. On
admission, she was conscious and alert with a temperature: 37.5C, heart rate (HR): 78 beats/min (bpm), blood
pressure (BP): 71/41 mmHg, respiratory rate: 25 breaths/
min and oxygen saturation of 100% with oxygen mask at
5L/minute. FAST examination was positive and displayed
fluid accumulation within the pouch of Douglas. The
patient was immediately administered intravenous fluid
and her HR and BP stabilized to 73 bpm and 123/40
mmHg respectively. After a 7 minute CT room stay-time
from entry to exit, the CT images revealed subcapsular
intrahepatic extravasation of the hepatic artery. (Figure 1)

We present a case of a hemodynamically unstable 10

The patient was directly transferred to the angiography

year-old female with severe hepatic injury associated

suite for immediate embolization. After anesthesia induc-
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severe active bleeding.
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Figure 1: Contrast enhanced abdominopelvic CT. (a) Arterial phase image displays evident arterial extravasation of the contrast medium with the lacerated right hepatic lobe (arrow). (b) venous phase shows clear hyperdense hepatic subcapsular
accumulation of contrast medium suggesting blood accumulating within the confined subcapsular space. (c) Large volume of
hemoperitoneum within the pouch of Douglas confirming hepatic capsular rupture.
and hemodynamic response to acute hemorrhage which

tery was performed with N-Butyl Cyanoacrylic acid

can result in misleadingly stable vital signs. [8] Our sub-

(NBCA) (Figure 2). The total angioembolization lasted 18

ject was administered intravenous fluid and displayed

minutes until completion. The remaining course was un-

hemodynamically stable vital signs which was invalidated

eventful.

by the CT findings . The CT demonstrated severe intrahepatic subcapsular and intraperitoneal extravasation of
the hepatic artery. Notably, the shrunken diameter of the
inferior vena cava strongly suggested severe blood vol-

DISCUSSION
Transcatheter arterial embolization (TAE) is an established

minimally

invasive

treatment

that

promptly

achieves hemorrhage control in acute blunt trauma.[5]

ume loss providing sufficient evidence to dismiss the
falsely stable BP and justify urgent embolization. Prior to
embolization, the subject hemodynamically deteriorated.

However, NOM is mostly implemented in pediatric ab-

In general, children will not manifest a decrease in sys-

dominal trauma although approximately 20% of children

tolic blood pressure until 30% of their circulating blood

with abdominal injury from a direct blow may require

volume is lost and the falsely appearing normotensive

urgent operative intervention.[6] The anatomic and

blood pressure [9] may be misinterpreted and conceal a

physiologic characteristics of children make them more

potentially lethal occult hemorrhage that would be un-

susceptible to serious blunt abdominal trauma primarily

detectable without CT imaging, as in our patient. From

affecting the liver and spleen. [1,7]

this case, the pivotal role of CT scan cannot be overem-

Children often demonstrate a powerful vasoconstrictive

phasized as it detected crucial data that would not be
detectable either by physical examination, X-ray or FAST

Figure 2: Transcatheter angioembolization.

(a)

Pre-embolization

arte-

riography displays arterial extravasation from the middle hepatic artery
(arrow). (b) Post-embolization arteriography shows disappearance of
extravasation performed with NBCA
(dotted circle).
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tion, a proximal embolization of the middle hepatic ar-
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examination. In fact, FAST is highly operator-dependent

4.

Vo NJ, Althoen M, Hippe DS, Prabhu SJ, Valji K,

and not recommended as the sole diagnostic test in the

Padia SA. Pediatric abdominal and pelvic trauma:

hemodynamically stable patient, [10] not to mention the

safety and efficacy of arterial embolization. J Vasc

unstable patient as our subject.

Interv Radiol. 2014;25(2):215-220.

Abdominal CT is highly sensitive, specific and has a

5.

Velmahos GC, Toutouzas KG, Vassiliu P, et al. A Pro-

negative predictive value (NPV) of almost 100% for the

spective Study on the Safety and Efficacy of An-

detection of solid-organ injury and quantification of

giographic Embolization for Pelvic and Visceral Inju-

peritoneal or extraperitoneal fluid. [12,13].

ries. Journal of Trauma-Injury Infection & Critical
Care. August 2002 - Volume 53 - Issue 2 - pp 303-

However successfully implementing rapid CT scanning

308.

combined with angioembolization necessitate a specific
set of skills and training from the entire trauma team.

6.

Klimek PM, Lutz T, Stranzinger E, Zachariou Z,

Matsumoto et al. has demonstrated that a specifically

Kessler U, Berger S. Handlebar injuries in children.

tailored

Pediatr Surg Int. 2013: 29:269-273.

rigorous

time-conscious

protocol

[15]

can

achieve a CT-room stay duration <8 minutes, followed

7.

a pediatric trauma primer. R I Med J (2013). 2014;97

suite for embolization. Under such a strictly supervised

(1):27-30.

environment, CT imaging and angioembolization can be
used effectively in unstable hemodynamic patients.

Overly FL, Wills H, Valente JH. ‘Not just little adults’ –

8.

MK Sidhu, MJ Hogan, DWW Shaw, T Burdick. Interventional radiology for paediatric trauma. Pediatric
radiology, May 2009, Volume 39, Issue 5, pp 506–515

CONCLUSION

9.

Advanced Trauma Life Support Student Course

The combination of rapid CT scanning with angioemboli-

Manual (ATLS). 9th ed. Chicago: American College of

zation can be used effectively in unstable hemodynamic

Surgeons; 2012. (Textbook)

patients.

10. Scaife ER, Rollins MD, Barnhart DC, et al. The role of
focused abdominal sonography for trauma (FAST) in
pediatric trauma evaluation. J Pediatr Surg. 2013;48
(6):1377-1383.
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When one has appreciated what these free apps and

National Center for Child Health and Development, To-

Ebooks can offer, the next place to visit is the Web site

kyo Japan

of one's local medical library, which often have licensing
agreements with app and EBook vendors, therefore mak-

Smartphones have had a huge impact on the daily lives
of most physicians, but for most physicians the impact
fessional lives. The purpose of this paper is to identify

patrons. Table 1 and 2 introduce a list of apps and websites available for physicians especially in pediatrics and
radiology.

free medical applications (or "apps") that can aid physicians in their practice of pediatrics and pediatric radiology.

CONCLUSION
Today, in their hands, physicians possess what is poten-

INTRODUCTION

tially the most incredible educational device ever created
by man. Whether or not it achieves this potential is up

The rapid diffusion of "smart" mobile phone technology

to its users. By downloading and trying some of these

has profoundly transformed the lives of billions of indi-

free apps and following some of these social media ac-

viduals worldwide by the second decade of the twenty-

counts, one can take a first step towards integrating

first century. Today the majority of time spent by indi-

your learning into your daily work and life.

viduals on their smartphones is not in using the phone
app but in using all the other apps on their phone.
While texting apps used to communicate are amongst
the most heavily used apps, less well known and therefore much less used by physicians are the growing number of medical apps to assist physicians in medical decision support and medical education. The purpose of this
paper is to identify free medical apps that can aid physicians in their practice of pediatrics and pediatric radiology.

METHODS
All apps described in this paper are free to use, lowering
the threshold to downloading and experimenting with
them. They are available in the Apple iOS or Google Play
app stores. Additionally, direct links to most of the apps
described in this paper can be found at the Web site
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has been greater in their personal lives than in their pro-

ing their paid apps and EBooks available for free to their

Asian and Oceanic Forum for Paediatric Radiology AOfPR
Table 1: List of Apps and Websites Available for Physicians in Pediatrics (A indicates the App is available for Android and i for
IOS system)
Name
Decision Sup-

Medscape

Basic functions
Covers information in all pediatric subspecialties

A,i

port Apps
Epocrates A,i

A helpful app for pharmacology

Epocrates Bugs+Drugsi

For infectious disease treatment

LactMed A,i

For breast feeding

TravWell A,i

For travel medicine

STD Tx Guide A,i
Vaccine Schedule

For sexually transmitted diseases
For vaccinations

A,i

Contraception A,i

For birth control

About Herbs

For herbal medicine

i

Pediatric Quiz

For simulated pediatric clinical situations and

Apps

Pediatric Question of the Day

A

PICU Question of the Day
Ebook Apps

iBooks
Apps

i

Kindle A,i
Google Play Books

Social Media

questions

i

No free pediatrics EBooks available in Kindle format or EPUB format.

A

i

Twitter A,i

Pediatric societies with active social media accounts on Twitter

@AcademicPeds
@AmerAcadPeds
Facebook A,i

Regularly post pediatric educational content

@pedseducation
#FOAMPed

Hashtags to search for to identify pediatric con-

#FOAMed

tent

#pediatrics
Podcasting
Apps

Pediatric Critical Care Medicine
Pediatric Emergency Playbook

Pediatric podcasts

i

i

Stay Current in Pediatric Surgery

i

Killer App -

GeneralPediatrics.com

Pediatrics-specific index of the Web

Web browser

SearchingPediatrics.com

Pediatrics-specific search engine
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Educational
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Table 2: List of Apps and Websites Available for Physicians in Radiology (A indicates the App is available for Android and i for IOS
system)
Name
Decision Sup-

Basic functions

Medscape A,i

Covers information in all radiology subspecialties, including pediat-

port Apps

ric radiology
Epocrates

A helpful app for pharmacology

A,i

Contrast Protocolsi

The use of intravenous contrast material in computed tomography

pedsMRI A,i

MRI imaging protocols

Educational

Radiology 2.0 One Night in the

For simulated patient cases in the form of unknown teaching files

Apps

ED

i

CTisus iQuiz

i

Essentials of Pediatric Radiology i
Ebook Apps

Kindle A,i

No free pediatric radiology Ebooks available in Kindle format or

iBooks

EPUB format

A

i

Difficult Diagnoses in Pediatric

Free pediatric radiology Ebooks available in iBooks2 format which

Imaging

are readable in the iBooks app

i

Pediatric Fluroscopy

i

The Little Book of Skeletal Dysplasias
Social Media
Apps

i

Twitter A,i
@AOSPRCom @EurSPR

Pediatric radiology societies with active social media accounts on
Twitter

@ImageGently @SocPedRad
@SocPedsIR @The_ASPNR
@WorldFederation
Instagram A,i

Photosharing service

Facebook A,i

Regularly post pediatric radiology educational content

@CincyKidsRad @pedsimaging
@radiopaedia (all available on
Facebook and Instagram and
Twitter)
#FOAMRad

Hashtags to search for to identify pediatric radiology content

#PedsRad
#Radiology
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Google Play Books
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Name
Podcasting
Apps

Basic functions

CTisUS

Cover all aspects of body CT imaging

LearningRadiology

Covers introductory aspects of radiology

Radiology

Covers current journal articles in the Radiology Society of North
America's journal Radiology

Radiology Firing Line

Covers controversial topics in radiology from the American College
of Radiology

AJNR

Covers current journal articles in the journal American Journal of
Neuroradiology

Killer App -

SearchingRadiology.com

Web browser

Allows one to conduct Google searches of only peer-reviewed radiology information
Radiology-specific search engine that can be searched using 35
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goldminer.arrs.org

different languages
PediatricRadiology.com

A comprehensive index of free Web sites that are high quality pediatric radiology educational resources
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